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Objective: Physical Literacy (PL) is increasingly recognized as a key element in studies aimed at pro-
moting Physical Activity (PA), but measurement tools for emerging adults and evidence for assessing and
using this concept is lacking in a wide range of contexts. We aimed to validate the French version of the
Perceived Physical Literacy Instrument (PPLI): a scale for investigating PL in young French adults.
Methods: After PL and PA data collection (n ¼ 2,248, agemean ¼ 19 ± 1.53 yrs), exploratory and confir-
matory factor analyses, Cronbach's a and Omega's u and an Intraclass-Correlation analysis were un-
dertaken. Spearman's rank correlation and the Boruta algorithm were used to investigate the association
between PL and PA. Boruta's algorithm examined deeper external validation by analyzing the strength of
an overall PL score in explaining PA, compared with separate dimensions of PL and individual charac-
teristics (BMI, sex).
Results: Results showed an acceptable level of reliability (ICC ¼ 0.91), internal validity (a ¼ 0.88;
u ¼ 0.77), and external validity (Rhô >0.18, p < 0.01). The Boruta algorithm highlighted that the construct
of PL is a significant predictor of PA, although not the strongest one which is social and affective
dimension.
Conclusion: This study provided data on validity and reliability of the first French assessment tool to
measure PL constituted by four intertwined dimensions (physical, cognitive, social, affective). At the
same time, it provides new evidence of the association between PL and PA.

© 2023 The Society of Chinese Scholars on Exercise Physiology and Fitness. Published by Elsevier
(Singapore) Pte Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The concept of physical literacy (PL)1 has received increasing
attention in recent years2 and is considered a relevant framework
to promote healthy lifestyles through the promotion of physical
activity (PA)1,3,4 It highlights the necessary development of people's
capacities through and for PA (e.g., confidence, motivation, social
skills). Cairney et al. proposed a conceptual model linking PL, PA,
and health throughout the life course and robust empirical evi-
dence to support this model is beginning to emerge.3 Indeed, the
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comprehensive benefits of PL and its underlying components have
been well-documented, with studies highlighting the positive ef-
fects of physical, cognitive, affective, and social PL dimensions on PA
level, well-being, and physical health, particularly for children.5e8

However, despite this increasing interest and some encouraging
results,9 ongoing research is needed on proof of concept, under-
stood here as evidence about the value of the concept, to support its
viability before its implementation or further development. More
evidence on PL is still needed, notably in terms of broadening the
population of participants studied10,11

To explore the full potential of PL, its effects must be understood
throughout the life course.1,3,12 Each life event, and some life pe-
riods, have a direct impact on an individual's PA levels.13 “Emerging
adulthood”, defined as the time from the “end of adolescence” to
ublished by Elsevier (Singapore) Pte Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
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“beginning of adulthood”, which comes with responsibilities and
important life changes, represents a challenging period for people
to negotiate.14 Indeed, new life events (e.g., leaving the family
home, beginning careers, or enrolling in university) and a unique
stage of development (e.g., maturational and developmental
changes to brain and body, networking and social interactions
through work and/or further study, expanded friendships and
mutual support, family-oriented socialization, and learning about
intimacy15,16) make this period a crucial. However, it is often
overlooked in health lifestyle promotion,17 making the analysis of
PL during this period of major importance. To address this scientific
challenge, the development of measurement tools is considered a
crucial element.10,11

Early progress and uptake of holistic PL assessment tools have
enriched the literature on PL measurement, leading to a raft of
instruments, including the: PPLA-Q18; PLAY tools19; PL-C Quest20;
CAEPL21; PFL22; Pre-PLAY23; PPLI24; and CAPL25 Despite these
methodological advances, research on PL assessment has largely
focused on samples of school-age children, neglecting analysis of
emerging adults as a populationwhich is crucial to study, due to life
changes described earlier. Recent research exposed the value of
measuring PL in this population and outlined a preliminary tool
available.10,26 However, further evidence of the tool's validity is
needed10 since the tool was not initially constructed for use with a
population other than young children.26 An assessment tool's lan-
guage, dimensions, domains, and complexity of items/tasks needs
to reflect important specificities of a population under study.
Among existing tools, only the PPLI was originally designed and
validated for populations including emerging adults24 Historically,
the PPLI is one of the first tools to assess PL for physical education
teachers and its validity has been explored in several populations,
including seniors and adolescents in different cultures.24,27e30

However, there is a need for a French version of the tool.
The lack of a PL assessment tool available in French prevents

policymakers, professionals, and practitioners in French-speaking
nations and communities from fully comprehending the impor-
tance of the issue in emerging adulthood. This period, which
typically spans from 18 to 25 years old,14 is crucial to an individual's
PL journey as it transitions out of period which encompasses the
last time they are required to participate in physical education in
high school, when the most active individuals engage in organized
PA. Emerging adulthood transits into important phases of begin-
ning work and/or study, perhaps coinciding with starting a family,
which all may severely impact PA levels. To promote the imple-
mentation and evaluation of French educational PL programs, and
to support a thorough proof-of-concept analysis, a French-language
PL measurement tool is needed.

Nevertheless, while expanding the research population on PL to
include French emerging adults is an important challenge, there is
also a sensitive issue to be considered: is it really possible to measure
PL? This issue has been increasingly questioned by researchers31e33

and to date, has remained a debated issue among PL experts. The
monist philosophical foundation of this concept makes it chal-
lenging to quantify, as attempting to measure each dimension
individually and then summing these scores, to calculate an overall
PL value, may contradict its monist roots.31,33 No studies have
examined this issue and there is no empirical evidence to support
the principle that “the sum of the parts (of the PL) is greater than
the whole".34 According to the “idealist” perspective35 measuring
PL is deemed pointless due to the uniqueness of this concept.36

However, specific milestones can still be identified throughout
the PL journeymaking it essential to provide a practical overview of
PL during these critical periods.10

Undoubtedly, a PLmeasurement tool has the potential tomake a
significant contribution to both research on PL and the practices
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that support it. Before utilizing any measurement tool, it is
imperative to rely on scientific evidence and ensure that the tool is
both valid and reliable.37 Validity and reliability are commonly
measured through statistical methods, and it is crucial to evaluate
these factors within the specific context in which the tool will be
used. 37e39

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to validate the French
version of the PPLI for the emerging adult population. This vali-
dation process will involve evaluating the reliability, construct
validity, and external validity of the tool, along with quantifying PA.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

An initial questionnaire, in a digital format (Framasoft, Lyon,
France), was distributed throughout a national university network
in France. The recruitment process resulted in 2259 French
emerging adults volunteering to participate in the study. Inclusion
criteria included participants being enrolled at university from first
to third year and to be aged from 18- to 26-years-old. Written
informed consent was obtained from the participants before they
entered the study. At the end of this first step, the participants were
invited to continue being involved in the study by completing two
other questionnaires: one survey immediately and another one two
to three weeks later. In accordance with French law on data pro-
tection, an authorization to conduct this study was given by the
Data Protection Officer of the University of Lille under number
202037 and the Ethics committee of the University of Lille (France).
This authorization procedure secures data storage and guarantees
the anonymity and withdrawal rights of participants.

2.2. Measurements

Three digital questionnaires were successively distributed to
2259 volunteer French university students between 8th February to
9th April 2021 (Fig. 1). To check its stability (test-retest reliability),
the PPLI was completed a third time two to three weeks later.

The first questionnaire was composed of the PPLI24 translated
into French, along with other questions about individual charac-
teristics (size, weight, sex, city of university and age). Initially PPLI
was an 18-item test based on Likert scales (1e5) designed to
address some key attributes of PL such as “sense of self and self-
confidence”, “self-expression and communication with others” and
“knowledge and understanding”.24 The reliability level and internal
validity of the PPLI were considered robust in previous
studies24,28,30,40 (Cronbach's a > 0.07; (rw > 0.7; ICC>0.7). One
crucial element during a translation process is making sure the item
intent of the questionnaire and, therefore, the construct concepts
are maintained across different languages and culture settings.42

Accordingly, a back-translation technique43 was used to translate
the PPLI items from English to French. To maintain the linguistic
equivalence of the scale, two bilingual PL experts who spoke both
English and French, with knowledge of the PL concept, were
engaged to independently translate the items (O.D; C.S). Their
translations were then compared, and a triangulation process44

was used to resolve any discrepancies between the two versions.
The resulting French version was then submitted to two additional
experts (T.D; F.P) to perform the reverse translation, from French to
English. This additional step ensured that the translated items
retained their original meaning and intention, and that there was
no loss of meaning or distortion during the translation process.

The second instrument used was the International Physical
Activity Questionnaire - Short Version (IPAQ-SV) translated in
French. It has been translated into several languages and is themost



Fig. 1. Flowchart of participant recruitment.

Fig. 2. Boruta results plot for VPA, MPA, LPA, and LMVPA data. Note: Blue boxplots correspond to minimal (shadowMin), average (shadowMean), and maximum (shadowMax) Z
score of a shadow attribute. Red and green boxplots represent Z scores of respectively rejected and confirmed determinants. The yellow boxplots are tentative, that means the
algorithm was not able to arrive to a conclusion about their importance.
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widely used questionnaire internationally.45e47 This questionnaire
retrospectively measured the overall amount of PA reported by
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participants over the past 7 days, using 6 questions specifying three
levels of intensity: vigorous PA (VPA), moderate PA (MPA) and light
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PA (LPA). There is a short (7 questions) and long (27 questions)
version of this instrument. For this study we used the short version.
Validation and reliability studies of the IPAQ short version in adults
have shown that test-retest reliability is moderately high
(rw ¼ 0.74), moderate for the criterion (rw ¼ 0.41) and moderately-
high for concurrent validity (rw ¼ 0.72), indicating that the IPAQ
short version is a valid and reliable tool for assessing physical ac-
tivity levels in French-speaking adults.47 In completing the ques-
tionnaire, the students were asked to exclude consideration of their
formal, organized PA included in their studies, since our study does
not focus on structured PA offered in the professional or school
environment - which is too different, in France, due to the sports
policies of each university.48

2.3. Statistical analysis

Exclusion criteria were based on the verification questions
(n ¼ 0) but also the analysis of incoherent data (e.g., reported PA
participation being more than 7 days a week or more than
10,000 min per week, n ¼ 12). Outliers were excluded using the
statistical method of the Grubbs Test on each variable (n ¼ 246).
Details about selected samples are described in Table 1.

2.3.1. Internal validation and reliability
The sample was divided randomly into 2 balanced subsets

(n¼ 1124 in each). An Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) of principal
components with varimax rotation was conducted on the first
subset to investigate the factor structure of the French PPLI. Out-
liers, Kayser-Meyer-Oklin (KMO) values and a Bartlett test were
computed according to the recommendations of Broc et al.49 The
eigenvalue (>1) rule was used to determine the number of factors
(4). Only items saturating a factor with a loading of >0.40 and a
uniqueness value of <0.60 were retained.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was performed on the sec-
ond subset to cross-validate and confirm the four-factor structure
derived in the analysis. The goodness-of-fit test on the model was
assessed using chi-square (p > 0.05), relative chi-square (c2/ddl;
<0.05), root mean square error tests of approximation (RMSEA;
<0.06), the Adjusted Goodness of Fit Statistic (AGFI; >0.90),
Comparative Fit Index (CFI; >0.90), and Standardised Root Mean
Square Residual Measures (SRMR; <0.08).50,51 Nevertheless, since
the RMSEA is sensitive to the kind of data reported in our study,52

its interpretation remains flexible. To address the statistical limi-
tations of Cronbach's a, which was initially used to check the in-
ternal consistency, Omega’ u53,54 was also measured. To interpret
the results, the same cutoffs as those used for Cronbach's a by Taber
et al.55 were employed. Alpha values were described as excellent
(0.93e0.94), strong (0.91e0.93), reliable (0.84e0.90), robust (0.81),
fairly high (0.76e0.95), high (0.73e0.95), good (0.71e0.91), rela-
tively high (0.70e0.77), slightly low (0.68), reasonable (0.67e0.87),
adequate (0.64e0.85), moderate (0.61e0.65), satisfactory
(0.58e0.97), acceptable (0.45e0.98), sufficient (0.45e0.96), not
satisfactory (0.4e0.55) and low (0.11). We measured two types of
Omega: (a) McDonald's omega: this is the standard McDonald's
omega measure, which is based on the total variance of the mea-
surement scale; (b) McDonald's hierarchical omega: this
Table 1
Characteristics of the sample of participants.

Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2 Questionnaire 3

Whole sample 2248 856 88
Women 1015 546 54
Men 1233 310 34
Age (mean ± sd) 19 ± 1.53 19 ± 1.04 19 ± 1.16
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McDonald's omega measure takes into account the hierarchy of
factors in a measurement scale. It is used when the items in a scale
are organised into subscales or latent factors.

Intra-class correlation analysis (ICC) was performed in the
context of reliability analysis (stability) with the data obtained from
the first and third questionnaires by recording the intraclass cor-
relation coefficient (ICC > 0.7056). Based on the recommendations
of Koo and Li,57 we performed Two-Way Random-Effects Models.
To our knowledge, no study has examined the stability of the
concept of PL and these data are important for choosing the test-
retest time interval.58 Consistent with interval chosen on specific
studies about stability analysis of PL tools, we decided to adopt an
interval of two to three weeks to examine tool stability.59

2.3.2. External validation: PL and PA association
The PL score was calculated following the recommendation of

the PPLI method,24 resulting in an overall score (n/45). Outliers
(Grubbs test) and level of normality (Shapiro) were verified. The
correlation between perceived PL and PA levels was computed by
using the Spearman's rank correlation rhô due to the non-normal
data distribution (p < 0.05). Correlation (rhô) was computed be-
tween the PL score and LPA, MPA, VPA and, the Light, Moderate,
And Vigorous PA (LMVPA). We followed Cohen's recommenda-
tions60 to consider the effect small when rhô ¼ 0.1, medium
when ¼ 0.3, and large when ¼ 0.5.

Feature selection by Boruta algorithm was computed to detect
the strength of association between PL and PA. Sex, Body Mass
Index (BMI ¼ weight/size2) and each independent PL dimension
(physical, social, cognitive, and affective) were added to investigate
the strength of the overall PL score as a determinant of PA. Boruta is
a ‘wrapper’ approach developed around the random forest algo-
rithm61 used for feature selection. The Boruta algorithm calculates
feature importance scores based on Z-scores of every input pre-
dictor concerning the shadow attribute randomly assigned.62 A
variable is considered relevant for classification if its feature
importance score is greater than that of the best shadow feature
(greater than “shadowmax”). Any variable that cannot satisfy this
condition is reported as irrelevant (smaller than “shadowmax”) and
is discarded. Items with the highest feature importance scores
(imp) are considered the best predictors of the dependent variable.
The Boruta algorithm calculates average feature importance values
based on 100 iterations of the random forest algorithm to increase
the robustness of feature importance results.62

3. Results

3.1. Results of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) on subset 1

Results of the EFA on the French translation of PPLI showed that
four factors were determined, based on parallel analysis scree plots
(Table 2). The KMO index and the outcomes of the Bartlett's test
were considered satisfactory (0.84, p < 0.05) and showed that a
principal components analysis (PCA) could be computed.49 Ten out
of 18 items were deleted after initial factor analysis resulted in the
design of a new survey of 8 items (Table 2 and annexe1) PCA
resulted in a structure of 4 factors explaining 51% of the variance.
For each factor, Cronbach's a and omega’u scores were ‘relatively
high’ (>0.7) to ‘reliable’ (0.84e0.9055). Cronbach's a and hierar-
chical omega’ u scores for the entire set of the French PPLI confirms
the overall internal consistency of the assessment tool composed of
four dimensions (0.88; 77).

3.2. Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) on subset 2

Based on the EFA results, CFA was computed to confirm this



Table 2
Exploratory factor analysis of the French PPLI.

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

I'm able to apply learnt motor skills to other
physical activities

e e 0.67 e

I have positive attitude and interest in sports e e e 0.62
I appreciate myself or others doing sport e e e 0.62
I am able to apply PE knowledge in the long run e e 0.58 e

I possess self-management skills for fitness e 0.69 e e

I possess self-evaluation skills for health e 0.65 e e

I have strong communication skills 0.86 e e e

I have strong social skills 0.86 e e

Factor variance 19 12 10 10
Cumulative of variance explained (%) 19 31 41 51
Cronbach a 0.88 0.75 0.75 0.89
Omega u 0.88 0.75 0.75 0.89
ICC [IC95%] 0.86

[0.78; 0.90]
0.95
[0.92; 0.97]

0.83
[0.75; 0.89]

0.86
[0.79; 0.91]

Note. The ICC for the full test (8 items) is 0.91[0.87; 0.95] and the Cronbach a and hierarchical Omega u is respectively 0.88 and 0.77.
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four-factor structure. Factor validity was satisfactory due to factor
loading of all items above the standard of 0.40 with a minimum
value of 0.58 (item 6). The goodness-of-fit index was satisfactory
with c2/ddl <0.05, RMSEA <0.06, AGFI >0.90, SRMR <0.08, CFI
>0.90. The reliability (stability) values within two to three weeks of
the four-factor test were good to excellent, ranging from 0.83 to
0.95 for each factor and 0.91 for the total score. Based on this new
version, the tools revealed high values of ICC for all dimension
respectively 0.86, 0.95, 0.83, 0.86. Finally, ICC was 0.91 for full test.

3.3. Results of the correlation between PL and PA

The PL median score of participants was 32.5/45. The reported
median of LMVPA is 2111.5 mets.week1 which allows it to be
included in our sample in the 2nd level of the IPAQ-SV guidelines
(600 < LMVPA <3000 mets.week�1) (Table 3). Table 4 displays the
correlation between PL and PA intensities levels. The scores of PL
were significantly correlated with each level of PA intensity
(p < 0.01) Each correlation test reached statistical significance
levels, but with small to medium values. The highest correlation
value was shown for the LMVPA (0.33, p < 0.01). In contrast, the
smallest correlation values were revealed between PL and LPA, but
were still statistically significant (0.18, p < 0.01).

3.4. Results of Boruta algorithm

The feature importance scores generated by the Boruta
Table 3
Descriptive results about LMVPA, VPA, MPA, LPA and PL scores (n ¼ 610).

Median Q1 Q3 Skew Kurtosis

PL Score (/45) 32.5 30 36 �0.65 �0.17
VPA 1319.8 400 2400 �0.03 0.86
MPA 480 240 960 1.08 0.54
LPA 292.6 99 495 1.06 0.58
LMVPA 2111.5 1026.0 2111.5 0.12 0.77

Note. The VPA, MPA, LPA, and LMVPA score is given in Mets.minutes.week�1.

Table 4
Results of correlation (rhô) between PL and VPA, MPA, LPA, and LMVPA.

LMVPA VPA MPA LPA

PL 0.33a 0.31a 0.21a 0.18a

Note: Power>0.98.
a Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
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algorithm for each PA level of intensity are reported in Table 5 and
Fig. 2. Boruta demonstrated that, overall, the PL score is confirmed
as an important predictor of PA for VPA, MPA, LPA, and LMVPA.
Nevertheless, the median feature importance score suggested that
the overall PL score is not the most important predictor of PA
participation, among other variables like Sex, BMI, social, affective,
physical, and cognitive dimension (Table 5, Fig. 1). The overall PL
score has an importance slightly below the most impactful deter-
minant of each intensity e the affective score for the VPA and LPA
and social score for the MPA and LMVPA.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to compute the validation process of
the French PPLI with a sample of emerging adults. Results showed
the French PPLI was a valid and reliable tool to measure PL,
constituted by four dimensions - social, affective, physical, and
cognitive e representing together a higher order structure. Based
on correlation analysis and use of the Boruta algorithm, this study
provides additional evidence of the value of promoting PL to
facilitate PA engagement in this population.

4.1. A reliable and valid four-dimension-tool

Our results exposed great internal validity and acceptable reli-
ability for the French PPLI in the sample of emerging adults. The
first factor is composed of items 10 and 11 and related to the
domain “self-expression and communication with others” of Sum
et al.24 (a social dimension). The second factor was composed of
items 7 and 8, relating to skills and knowledge for managing one's
health. It was, therefore, closer to a domain of “knowledge and
know-how for one's PA and health” than “knowledge and under-
standing” of Sum et al.24 (cognitive dimension). The third factor was
constituted by items 3 and 6 which relate to “control of the envi-
ronment” (physical dimension). Finally, the fourth factor is
composed of items 4 and 5, relating to “positive affect in practice”
(affective dimension). The levels of internal consistency of each
factor were “relatively high” to “reliable” 55 with values ranging
from 0.75 to 0.89 (a; u) and the test-retest reliability values were
largely acceptable. Thus, the French PPLI was composed of 4 di-
mensions - physical, cognitive, affective, and social - and converged
with findings on the most recent conceptual frameworks of PL12,63

including a specific study on PL emerging adults.10

The quality of a tool can be also assessed through its pragmatic
nature. With 8 items, this new tool has a real pragmatic quality
(based on speed of administration) to assess the level of PL in four



Table 5
Variable importance information obtained with Boruta algorithm.

Mean Imp Median Imp Min Imp Max Imp Decision

VPA Sex 1.72 1.77 �1.87 5.26 Rejected
BMI 0.02 0.08 �1.55 1.95 Rejected
Affective 12.57 12.37 11.23 16.39 Confirmed
Social 6.39 6.03 3.15 9.52 Confirmed
Physical 0.84 1.41 �2.47 3.25 Rejected
Cognitive 0.39 0.17 �0.62 2.66 Rejected
PL score 9.87 9.89 7.39 1.95 Confirmed

MPA Sex 2.27 2.30 �1.91 6.60 Rejected
BMI 3.78 3.66 �0.66 7.61 Confirmed
Affective 4.44 4.37 1.12 8.60 Confirmed
Social 9.90 9.90 6.88 13.63 Confirmed
Physical 1.31 1.84 �1.57 2.92 Rejected
Cognitive 2.14 2.35 �1.31 5.90 Rejected
PL score 7.92 7.82 5.39 11.55 Confirmed

LPA Sex �0.38 �0.41 �2.81 2.40 Rejected
BMI �0.19 �0.01 �3.25 3.21 Rejected
Affective 6.69 6.71 3.71 10.16 Confirmed
Social 0.66 0.41 �2.13 3.31 Confirmed
Physical 3.18 3.22 �1.04 6.26 Rejected
Cognitive 2.48 2.45 �0.57 5.23 Rejected
PL score 6.74 6.89 2.47 12.41 Confirmed

LMVPA Sex 3.14 3.24 �2.60 9.24 Rejected
BMI �0.16 �0.44 �2.05 1.80 Rejected
Affective 11.87 11.99 8.25 15.55 Confirmed
Social 6.94 6.89 3.18 10.56 Confirmed
Physical �0.90 �0.67 �3.50 0.88 Rejected
Cognitive �0.92 �0.97 �2.83 0.99 Rejected
PL score 9.49 9.90 6.16 11.95 Confirmed
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dimensions. Nevertheless, with two items per dimension, the tool
does not comply with the recommendations stating that below 3
items per factor there may be a lack of reliability.64e66 The prag-
matic aspect of the tool hinders its scientific robustness. Never-
theless, the low number of items does not seem to be detrimental
to the stability of the tool, which is considered a crucial element of a
measurement tool.58 Moreover, some studies point out that it may
be acceptable to use tools with fewer than three items.67,68

The retained items and dimensions were different from those in
previous tool versions,24,29,41 for example, revealing four constitu-
tive factors, instead of three, resulting from the first analysis
dimension computed by Sum et al.24 These differences in di-
mensions are not surprising because each of the contexts differed
in which the PPLI has been analyzed.24,27,29,41 These results may be
explained by the culturally embedded nature of the PL concept,1,4

and highlight the importance of analyzing in detail the PL struc-
ture concept for each population studied. Nevertheless, our results
continue to provide some evidence on the holistic nature of PL.1

The acceptable hierarchical omega index u indicates the pres-
ence of a superior construct underlying the four distinct di-
mensions. This index is commonly used to evaluate the internal
consistency of a multilateral hierarchical model with subscales or
factors. A high omega-h value suggests that scale scores result from
the largely dependent contributions of unique facets, with a sig-
nificant contribution from a latent construct common to all facets.69

In line with the theoretical foundation of the PL concept, our hi-
erarchical omega index u suggests that the tool measures an un-
derlying construct higher than the four distinct dimensions. Our
results are consistent with recent empirical studies that support the
construct validity of the PL concept as a superior construct to the
simple juxtaposition of distinct dimensions.70,71
4.2. Association between PL and PA

Although recent studies have provided some evidence for the
effectiveness of PL in promoting PA, it is still not enough for PL to be
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widely accepted “as best practice in reduction of non-communicable
disease or the promotion of physical activity participation”72 (p14). Our
study contributes to this ongoing issue by providing new evidence,
but it is important to note that proof of concept research is still in its
infancy.

Our correlation results demonstrated a significant association
between PL and the four PA intensities, and the implementation of
the Boruta algorithm confirms that PL can be considered an
important determinant of each PA intensities, including vigorous,
moderate, light PA. This finding is consistent with data reported in
previous studies that have also found a positive relationship be-
tween PL and PA across different intensity levels.5,6,23,73,74 More-
over, our Boruta results suggest that PL is particularly associated
with vigorous levels of PA, which appears to be the most intensity
recommended for health benefits.75 However, the positive associ-
ation between PL and all levels of PA intensity is consistent with the
results of Choi et al.73 who found statistically significant associa-
tions across all intensity levels. Therefore, although PLmay bemore
effective in promoting vigorous PA during emerging adulthood, it is
still a relevant and valuable concept for promoting PA at all in-
tensity levels which is crucial, given the diverse motives and
participation patterns in PA among individuals76

The strength of these association was in line with data reported
in previous studies73,74 which found statistically significant, but
weaker, associations (r2 ¼ 0.10 to 0.35). This small to medium as-
sociation value raised questions about the importance of PL as “the
cornerstone” of a physically active lifestyle, among other PA de-
terminants (e.g., territorial organization, socio-professional cate-
gory, peer, and family support) and specifically individuals’ PA
determinants (i.e., motor competences, PA enjoyment, or motiva-
tion). These findings encourage future studies to compare the
importance of a PL score with other determinants of the PA socio-
ecological model.77 Considering the accepted strong theoretical
value of PL in explaining PA,1,4 it would be crucial to question our
ability to actually capture the value of the concept.

Our Boruta results also prompted us to consider a question: was
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the weak to moderate association between PL and PA attributable
to the tools used or to current theorising behind the concept itself?
Our results contradict the claims of PL scholars, as we found that
the overall PL score did not have the most significant impact on
explaining engagement in PA, considering its constitutive di-
mensions including social, affective, cognitive, and physical factors.
The social (MPA, LPA) and affective (VPA, LMVPA) dimensions were
more important than the sum of the four dimensions to explain PA
involvement. Here, the superior construct that PL represents70 -
going beyond the juxtaposition of its constituent elements34 - does
not really expose its added value over these separate dimensions to
explain PA. Our hypothesis is rather that further studies should
examine an “evaluation effect” before questioning the concept it-
self. Indeed, some authors have raised questions over the weakness
of linear and more simple arithmetic approaches, consisting of
summative scores by dimension,31 highlighting the need for a more
comprehensive and specific tool for the study population scruti-
nized.10 The weak to moderate association observed between
overall PL and PA might be greater once this challenge - to capture
this complex concept - may be overcome. Future studies are needed
to investigate associations with other assessment tools and
different ways of scoring, considering more complex methods and
the interdependence of constituent dimensions.
4.3. Limits and perspectives

In this study, we aimed to provide evidence on the validity and
reliability of the French PPLI for emerging adults. PPLI might help
teachers to guide and support students in their PL journeys by
analyzing student PL levels. PPLI will also be useful to study the
importance of PL and how it changes during the key period of
emerging adulthood. However, additional study is still needed to
provide further support for the value of this tool. From a method-
ological point of view, the population was not recruited with a
random selection of universities. Moreover, emerging adults were
only recruited here from a student population and thus may
represent a bias in the representativeness of this sample for the
French emerging adult population. External validity could also be
improved by not only focusing on the level of PA at the immediate
moment, but by focusing on a longitudinal follow-up of PA levels.
Researchers are invited to use more objective types of PA mea-
surements78 coupled with more subjective tools (e.g., daily digital
diary,79 Indeed, the self-reported questionnaire has some limita-
tions, particularly about accidental PA e referring to unplanned or
unintentional physical activity resulting from everyday actions
such as climbing stairs, gardening, cleaning the house or walking to
do errands.
5. Conclusion

Our results indicated that the PPLI is a reliable and valid in-
strument to measure PL levels in French emerging adults. The
French PPLI is a tool that can be used by teachers and PA practi-
tioners to evaluate the PL development of French emerging adults.
External validation measures converged with those reported in
previous studies by displaying a significant, small to medium PL
association with different PA intensities, underscoring the validity
of this tool. It supports the importance of developing PL for all
periods of life, other than childhood only. The findings point to the
need for future studies on the analysis of the relations between PA
and PL during this crucial period, but questions about the value of
the concept, and how to measure it, remain requiring further study.
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